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To all member of Bay Colony Historic modelers,
We, your Board of Directors, have worked hard over the last few years to produce a set of Bylaws to
guide the club by and we are pleased to announce that we are finally done. We have mentioned at a few
meetings that we were working on them. We are now entering the 60 day review cycle. You will have
the opportunity to comment on or ask questions about these proposed bylaws during that time period.
At the end of the 60 days we will review the comments and make any revisions we deem necessary.
Once complete we will all vote to accept or reject the proposed bylaws during a 30 day period. Once
the results are counted, if accepted the Bylaws will become official and effective, if rejected we will
have to regroup and reconsider.
A copy of the proposed bylaws will be emailed to all members that receive their newsletter via email
and by mail for those that receive theirs via USPS. They can also be downloaded from the club web
site. We encourage you to read them. (We hope/expect that you have received them by now.)
The Board is unanimous in their belief that it is high time that we had these Bylaws in place. They have
been written to protect the club, the membership, and the Board. We, the board, have been applying a
few of the articles since their inception, although not approved by the membership, because they made
sense and set a precedent. Others we have not because they have not been approved. Over the years,
many members have stated that their affinity for the club stems from the different “flavor” or “feel” of
the club, (their words). We have worked hard to try not to harm that flavor. It is our hope that many of
the articles will never have to be referred to, but should the need arise we have a policy and procedure
in place.
Again, we encourage you to read and comment on them. We, the Board, may be too close to these
articles we have written and believe suit our club’s needs; you may read them and think otherwise. Tell
us where you think they can be improved or ask for our clarification. Any comments may be submitted
to any board member. We would request you submit them in writing so that we have an exact record of
the comment. We will also make time available for comment or questions at the three meetings that fall
within the 60 day window, if requested.
Sincerely,
Your duly elected Board of Directors,
John J. Nickerson, President
Robert A. Magina, Chapter Contact
John J. Gisetto
Raymond J. Rosario
Steven M. Kwasny
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BayCon 2016 Show Notes - Part 2 – Crunching the Numbers
Show date Nov. 13, 2016
Last issue I gave you a rundown on some of the numbers from the show. Many of them are still the
same, 88 entrants, entering 314 models. That is an average of 3.568 models per entrant. 215 awards
were ordered, we gave out 190, including 3 provided by their sponsors, and 4 that were purchased after
the fact because of the Armor category we split. 78 people took home awards, (88.6% of the entrants)!
We had 47 categories plus Masters. (Every category had at least 1 entry, only two had 1 entry.) That
averages out to 6.68 models per category. Aircraft had the most entries this year with 66 entries.
Automotive or Armor had the second most, one of the Armor categories didn’t provide a total number
of entries so the 51 Armor entries is the lowest possible number of entries, but could be more, Autos
had 54 entries. The numbers drop off with Ships at 18, Figures at 15 and 14 Dioramas.
Twenty four Bay Colony members, 27.27% of entrants, entered 70 models, 22.29% of the models
entered, took 59 awards, (31% of the award winners, took 29.5% of the awards). That translates to nonmembers being 72.73% of entrants, entering 77.71% of the models, and taking 70.5% of the awards,
(131).
On top of that I track Batting Avg. (awards/models). So that someone that entered 4 model and took 2
awards would have an average of 0.500. Because someone that entered 1 model and took 1 award
would have an average of 1.000, the same as someone that entered 6 models and took 6 awards, I also
have a point system for each award received. This is a better indicator most times. A 1st place award
earns 4 pts., 2nd place = 3 pts., etc. Using this system, Don Johnson from Wings & Wheels, was our top
scorer with an avg. 0.909, 10 awards / 11 models, and a score of 30.
Our top two awards, Entrants Favorite went to Neal DeConte for Clint’s Orca, and Judges Trophy went
to Ryan Labieniec for his USS Abraham Lincoln, both entries are from the same ship category. Neal
placing 2nd and Ryan taking 1st. I think that is a first to be noted.
The club top 5 are:






Peter Jardim
Ted Bunn
Steve Kwasny
Gian Montecalvo
Bob Don

21 pts.
17 pts.
16 pts.
16 pts.
14 pts.

1.750 avg.
1.200 avg.
1.000 avg.
1.250 avg.
0.857 avg.

7 awards / 4 models
6 awards / 5 models
5 awards / 5 models
5 awards / 4 models
6 awards / 7 models

1.000 avg.
0.533 avg.
1.500 avg.
0.417 avg.
1.000 avg.
0.667 avg.
2.000 avg.
1.000 avg.

4 awards / 4 models
8 awards / 15 models
3 awards / 2 models
5 awards / 12 models
5 awards / 5 models
4 awards / 6 models
2 awards / 1 model
3 awards / 3 models

Other top scorers from outside the club are:
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Paul Hatch
Stephen Delorey
Neal DeConte
Chris McLeod
Mac Johnston
Chris Ekstrom
Ryan Labieniec
Michael Gondor

John Nickerson reporting

17 pts.
17 pts.
15 pts.
15 pts.
13 pts.
13 pts.
12 pts.
12 pts.
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FROM THE BRIDGE
The President's Column
We are now in our 48th (2016 – 2017) membership year. Our 49th is approaching quickly and we are
already planning for 50th! The membership fee is still only $10 per year and we accept advanced
payment if you wish to get ahead on your membership. There is also a family membership plan. You
can catch me at a meeting or send your payments to me by mail, checks to be made payable to Bay
Colony Historic Modelers.
The big news this issue is that your board of directors has finally completed writing a set of bylaws for
the club. We have entered the 60 day review period which ends April 12, 2017. A copy of the proposed
bylaws will be/has been mailed or emailed to each member. Read them through and send us any
constructive criticism or we will try to answer any questions. You can also find a copy posted on the
web site that can be downloaded. We are looking for your feedback. You should find a letter from the
Board elsewhere in this issue explaining in more detail. By design, the 60 day review period
encompasses 3 meetings; Feb. 11, March 11 and April 8. We will try to make time at the meetings to
answer questions. If requested, we will make time for a special meeting to address any issues you
may have that you think need special attention.
Our IPMS chapter charter has been approved for another year. This was more difficult to accomplish
this year for a couple of reasons and I hope that this is not the way it will be in the future. It created a
lot more work at the chapter level. I am hoping that it was because of the power change and the
relocation of the National Office that caused the lack of effort on the national side. We can pay the $30
fee by credit card on the website, which is good, it simplifies some things, and saves waiting for the
mail to be picked up and gone through. In the past when the DLC sent out the re-charter package it
included a sheet that had all of the chapter facts on it along with a listing of all of the IPMS members
we claim as members and the expiration date of their membership. There was also room to add any
new members that had recently joined IPMS. They would highlight all of the memberships that had
expired or were about to expire by the end of the year. This made it easy for me, I just had to verify
their membership with the club and send out reminders to those with expired memberships, and on
occasion light a fire under a board member or two. This year, the Fact Sheet that was sent had not
been updated since 2015, so that almost every listed member had an expired membership. We were
also sent an Excel spreadsheet of the IPMS membership. Luckily it was up to date and searchable.
Unfortunately it was not searchable by IPMS number, (which I would think would be the prime
method), I suspect it had to do with how some of the numbers were entered. I had to search out each
member and update their expiration date on the fact sheet. Names like Kwasny were easy, McDonald
not so much. Another issue was the email address we were sent to return the package to. It wouldn’t
work for me. It kept bouncing back. We got that problem resolved after a couple days.
We have a request from the Boy Scouts again this year, to set up a booth at Plymouth airport for the
scouting weekend May 5 – 7. We have been invited to display on Saturday May 6th. We would be on
the grass field and would be allowed a 15’ x 20’ area, more if we needed. We would need a booth or
canopy, or two. Our goal would be to put aircraft models on the table to fit in with the theme of the
event, but I believe we need other types of models also, first to show our range, and to better fit in with
their merit badge requirements. Part of the general request the scouts sent out indicated they wanted
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the booths and displays to be interactive, and to aid the scouts in working toward their merit badges. I
reviewed the Model Building Merit Badge and it prohibits building kits. The scouts are supposed to
design an item, using scale drawings, and build a scale model of their subject. It suggests an
architectural or industrial style model. The weekend is centered around an aviation theme, which is
one reason why they have invited us.
On the Airfix front, they have announced that the B-17G is now available here in the States. If you
have been holding your breath, you can now exhale. Both Airfix and Airfix USA have sent me their
2017 listing, and they are very different, The Airfix UK listing being much larger. This could mean that
there will be some kits available in the UK that aren’t available here. Or they won’t be reaching the
states until 2018. Another thing I noticed is the use of the A suffix on their kit numbers in the UK listing
for ‘new releases’. In the recent past, since the new red box design has been in use, I found, by
experimentation, that the A suffix indicated an old mold that was soon to be replaced by a new mold.
This was true of the 1/72 Stuka; they were promising a new tooling, but the A suffix kit I bought was
the old mold. (Not the old, old mold, but the newer old mold.) Shortly thereafter the A suffix
disappeared and the ‘new tool’ was available under the old number, sans the A suffix. This also
happened with the C-47, with an interim mold with an A suffix until the ‘new tool’ was available. Based
on what I saw on the UK listing, it would appear that the “New” kits with the A suffix are the same ‘new
tooling’ that was previously released, now with new box art, markings and decals. (The original ‘new
tool’ still being available on stockiest shelves, and in some cases, direct from Airfix.) An example would
be the P-51D in 1/72, which in its previous iteration was in “Red Tail” markings, the new A suffix kit is in
“Blue Nose” markings. One item I did notice that peaked my interest, you can pre-order a ‘new tool’ B25C/D Mitchell in 1/72.
When young, I built Aurora, Hawk, Revell, and Monogram and scale didn’t matter. It wasn’t until I
discovered Airfix and 1/72 scale, that scale started to have some importance. Some of those early
Airfix kits were very simple and the outline was poor or incorrect. They improved over the years. I built
many Airfix Bf-110s and Stukas. (They were great trade bait with my friends.) I painted the Bf-110s in
all of the colors depicted in the comic books I liked to read. Black, grey and purple. Funny, but those
purple Messerschmitts didn’t look as menacing as they did in the comics. So I have an affinity for
Arifix, and I am pleased to see them releasing these ‘new tools’. Some are entirely new kits, never
before in the Airfix line, many are the stalwarts that have been there for ages, Spits, Bf-109s, P-51s,
etc. There are some from their old line that I would like to see ‘new tooled’. Their De Havilland DH-88
Comet is a beautiful little twin engine design. In its original form it was a simple kit with a scalloped out
cockpit area with a pilots head cast on it. I’d also like to see a TBD Devastator, their old kit was nice
but covered in raised rivets. SBD Dauntless, their old kit was a crossover between their old simple kits
and the more advanced, a product of the ‘60s. A Vought OS2U Kingfisher, also from the ‘60s, used by
the USN, Marines, Coast Guard, and Royal Navy, along with other countries, would give you plenty of
schemes for repeat sales. Lockheed Hudson, developed from a civilian design, it has a magnificent
military history, especially with the Brits. We need a couple good P-38s, something like an F and a J
would do. And of course a P-61. This was an aircraft I didn’t know existed until I saw the original Airfix
kit. Bring ‘em on Airfix!
Revell Germany has released an F-4J Phantom in 1/72 in, I believe, attractive USS Constellation
markings. Unfortunately this is not a new tool. It has raised surface detail and rivets. This is not the old
Revell F-4 kit that dates back to the ‘60s, that they pumped out millions of, putting four in a box with
Blue Angels or Thunderbird markings, and a stand to hold all 4 in diamond formation. It doesn’t have
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the slots in the belly for the fins of Sparrow Hawk missiles. But it might be the Monogram kit of the
‘80s. The casting looks nice and the raised paneling is fine.
Revell Germany’s new 1/144 scale Flower class Corvette is a whole new tool. It’s not a shrunk down
version of the old 1/72 scale kit. The latest Fine Scale gives it a good review, the major ‘con’ being the
thickness of the rails. Developed from a Royal Navy request for an escort vessel that could be built
quickly and not tie up any valuable shipyard space, it was based on an existing whaler design, many
built in Canada. Originally used by mostly the Royal Navy and the Royal Canadian Navy, escorting
convoys across the North Atlantic, some were reverse lend-leased to the United States and operated
by Coast Guard crews. They were called Flower class because many were given the names of
flowers. Most of the armament was dedicated to anti-U-Boat operations. The kit’s subject is the
Snowberry, which was built in Quebec for the RN. It was transferred to the RCN in 1940 and then
back to the RN in June 1945. So I am presuming the kit subject to be the HMCS Snowberry. Imagine
trying to impress some young lady with your service: “I hunt U-Boats! Name of my ship?
Ummmm…..Buttercup.”
Just another note on BayCon, we raised $45 for Homeplate.com from the donations of the attendees.
God bless America! Pray for our servicemen overseas.
Happy modeling and give kits to kids!
John J. Nickerson
bchmaprez@verizon.net

Orca by Neil DeConte
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Up Scope
Mar 11th Meeting

Apr 8th Meeting

Gil Costa
513 Bullock Street
Fall River, MA 02720
774-451-3236

Pat McColgen
96 Rawlinson Drive
Coventry, RI 02816
860-455-6585

Directions:

Directions:

From points north: Take Rt. 24 south to “Eastern
Ave./President Ave.” exit; continue to rotary and
take second right off same. You will now be on
North Eastern Ave. Continue on through one set of
lights until the next break in the roadway island,
this will be Bullock St. Take a left and continue to
#513 which is on the right and is a gray stucco
house with tan trim.

Travel South on I 95 to exit 7 and take right off
the exit. At the second light (Cumberland Farms)
take a left onto Arnold Rd and continue to the
intersection of Rt 3/Tiogue Avenue. Take a right
onto Rt 3/Tiogue ave. After passing Nino’s on the
right, continue up over the hill to the sixth street
on the right. Take a right onto Rawlinson Dr
continue to the four way intersection. Our house is
on the corner of East Shore Drive and Rawlinson
drive and is the biege ranch. Please park along
East Shore Drive and enter from the garage side
into the back yard.

From points West: Take Rt. #195 east to Rt. #24
north. Take the “Eastern Ave/President Ave” exit.
Continue via above directions.

Any questions you can call 860-455-6585.

CV-22B Osprey by Peter Jardim

One Steppe at a Time by Gil Costa
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Darlington Hobbies
379 Market St.
Warren RI 02885
401 245 7550
Store Hours:
Mon-Fri
Sat.
Sun.

10am – 7pm
9am – 5pm
12pm - 4pm

Contact Info. Email:
paul@darlingtonhobbiesinc.com Website:
www.darlingtonhobbies.com Were willing to
give your model club discounts. 30% off ordered items. (must be prepaid) 20% off in stock items.
(paints & supplies are 15%)
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British Mark IV Female by Steve Kwasny
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In Range
Dec 10th Meeting – Chris Libucha
1/35th US 2.5 Ton Truck – Bob Magina
1/35th Whippet Mk A – Steve Kwasny
1/35th Mark IV Female – Steve Kwasny
1/35th One Steppe at a Time – Gil Costa
1/35th Mk V Male Abandoned – Peter Jardim
1/72nd CV-22B Osprey – Peter Jardim
1/35th Model T Ambulance – Bill Collins
1/25th Model T Fire Engine – Bill Collins
1/24th AGM2N Rufe – Bill Collins
1/48th F2H-2 Banshee (WIP)
In Attendance:
Bob Magina
Ted Bunn
Mike Mac Namara
Rocky O.
Chris Libucha
John Nickerson
Gian Montecalvo
Gil Costa
Bill Collins
Edmund Rosario
Phil LaBonte

120mm Kettle Drummer – Bill Collins
1/35th Tiger I (WIP) – Steve Kwasny
1/35th BT-42 (WIP) – Steve Kwasny
1/48th Ta 154 V-15 – Dave Tanguay
1/72nd Scorpian Star Trek – John Gisetto Sr.
1/? Alternate Fuel – John Gisetto Sr.
1/? Bat Boat – John Gisetto Sr.
1/35th Type 61 Tank – Gian Montecalvo
200mm U-Boat Commander – Ray Rosario
120mm USMC - Ray Rosario
In Attendance:

Steve Kwasny
Frank Knight
Paul Champigny
Joe Russum
Kevin Colburn
Pat McColgen
Hal Marshman Sr.
Bob Don
Peter Jardim
Mike Mc Cleod

Raffle: Presents for All
Merry Christmas

US 2.5 Ton Cargo Truck
by Robert Magina

Jan 14th Meeting – Bill Collins

Bob Magina
Ted Bunn
John McCormick
John Gisetto Jr.
Chris Libucha
John Nickerson
Gian Montecalvo
Bob Don
John Gisetto Sr.

Steve Kwasny
Ray Rosario
Paul Champigny
Joe Russum
Kevin Colburn
Dave Tanguay
Hal Marshman Sr.
Bill Collins
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IPMS Bay Colony Modelers meet the second
Saturday of each month from 1:00 to 4:00 PM.
The meetings take place at selected members
houses. Look at the Battlewagon or the club
website for locatiion and directions. Guests are
always welcome. Membership is $10.00 per year.
Members and guests are encourged to bring
completed models or works in progress for display
and discussion.

IPMS Bay Colony Historical
Modelers
71 Willow Lane
Plainville, MA 02762
phone: (508)-695-7754
e-mail: treadhead@comcast.net
web: www.ipmsbaycolony.com

The Battlewagon is published six times per year.
All opinions expressed are those of the authors
and do not necessarily reflect IPMS Bay Colony
or IPMS USA views. Submissions relevant to
modeling are welcome, and may be published at
the discretion of the editor. All material is subject
to editing. There is no payment for articles.

2016 - 2017 Club Dues
If you have not already done so, please renew
your dues for the coming 2015-2016 membership
year. Dues are still $10. Please remit your dues to
John Nickerson at a meeting or send it to him at
18 Stone Street, Middleboro, MA 02346

SUPPORT YOUR LOCAL HOBBY SHOPS

(508) – 222-3460

Hobby Hut
47 Bank Street Rear
Attleboro, MA 02703
Models - Trains - Paints - Rockets - RC
- Hobby Supplies 10-6 Daily
10-5 Sat
Closed Sundays
- WILL SPECIAL ORDER -

IPMS Bay Colony Historical Modelers
71 Willow Lane
Plainville, MA 02762

